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Daniel and Alys Timeline (of amazing events)

In 1995 Daniel and Aly became Noun and in no time they were Noun . For the next

Number years they

have celebrated lifes Noun - Plural and overcome its Noun - Plural with each other as

Noun - Plural .

2003 - While Noun sitting for a friend they watched Philadelphia Story over pizza and that night it

occurred to them that they were perfect for each other... but then Noun happened.

2005 Several years later at their mutual Adjective friends' wedding the idea surfaced again. Aly had a

trip

planned weeks later and overwhelmed with her Noun - Plural , called him from the top of a Noun

upon

the sudden realization that she Verb - Past Tense him. She told him so and their first attempt at a

relationship in

different cities with different lives lasted a month, leaving them back at the Adjective term of friends.

Life

went on, and their relationship grew.

2011 For New Years they took a trip to see a friend in Wyoming and somewhere between

snowshoeing to hot springs and spending time with Adjective friends, something changed. After they

returned Aly found the courage to say, "Daniel, do you ever think that..." and he, intuitively finishing her

Noun ,



said, "yes, I do." And so their Noun together began. Number months later, on the back porch

of their new home in Grant Park, Daniel asked Aly, much more articulately than her previous proposal, if

she wanted be his best Noun forever, and she said, "yes, I do."
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